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The characteristics and constraints of sovereign states have shaped the parameters for democratic answers to the question who shall rule.  We hold that just domestic government must be accountable to the governed.  That is: the power to make laws and secure compliance should ultimately reside with citizens generally, securing coincidence of the affected and the electorate.  This general and equal distribution of political rights gives expression to the equal worth of all citizens, and is considered the best institutional arrangement in light of the effects both on popular will formation and for collective decision-making.  
	Theories of democracy have not only endorsed universal suffrage, but also justified more specific details.  The commonplaces include constitutionally specified procedures and constraints, including the division of legislative, executive and judicial powers; transparency; accountability of elected representatives to the electorate; and majority rule.
	The European Union is a new subject for theories of legitimacy, and poses fundamental challenges to the established concepts and principles of democratic theory (Føllesdal 1998).  The mere existence of the EU proves that the sovereign state cannot remain the sole focus of normative reflection.  Indeed, the very conception of sovereignty is at stake in current disputes about the proper scope and legal powers to be transferred to central European institutions, without divesting traditional member states of all powers.
The legitimacy of such trans-national institutions born by political integration has so far received some, but scant attention (cf. Bellamy et al 1995, Føllesdal and Koslowski 1998 and references therein).  The task of normative political theory is to offer concepts, arguments and criteria that further these debate, addressing problems of principle.

The peoples of Europe, weaned on democratic institutions at home, are alarmed by the transfer of powers out of their reach: "the notion that government must rest on the consent of the governed has become an article of political faith" (Flathman 1993, 528)Flathman, Richard E.1993Legitimacy4475.  Thus several responses consist in unsuccessful grafts of this issue onto traditional democratic theory.  

Some have appealed exclusively to the pedigree of European institutions.  While processes of European integration defies easy classification, they basically transfer legislative, executive and judicial powers from the member states of the European Union to trans-national institutions.  These institutions are the fruits of intra-governmental bargains among democratic states.  This genesis is sometimes said to suffice for their legitimacy.  The EU institutions enjoy powers willingly surrendered.  On the assumption that legitimacy transmits by consent, whatever democratic governments agree to, must be democratic and legitimate.  However, consent is not, as a rule, legitimacy-preserving.  In particular, domestic government power is limited, and governments are not as a rule authorised to transfer these powers to others. The powers entrusted to national governments are not for governments to give away.
	Nor can the question of criteria for just European governance be regarded as domestic democratic theory writ large.  European institutions are not designed to replace domestic nodes of governance, but instead turn Europe into a system of multi-level governance. The EU was introduced to enhance and complement domestic sovereignty in recognition of discrepancies between state borders, electorates, and the range of affected parties.  Thus any insights to be garnered from democratic theory would likely hark from theories of multi-level democracy and federalism.
	The democratic deficit may be permanent.  One must then ask whether European integration can find legitimate institutional expression at all. It remains to be determined whether concepts such as the constitutional division of powers, transparency, accountability of representatives, and majority rule can play a role at all in assessing European institutions.  The role of democratic decision procedures and consent must be rethought, both for domestic and multi-level governance, to consider why and in what sense legitimate government must rest on consent of the governed.  A central issue must then be the proper scope of democratic decision procedures at the EU level.  The present paper sets out this challenge.
Section A clarifies the issue of normative legitimacy, as a question of normative political theory.  Section B considers the need for such theorising.  Section C provides a sketch of one particular version of normative theory: Liberal Contractualism, and suggests how it justifies domestic democratic institutions.  In conclusion, Section D indicates some methodological implications of this theory for the empirical study of European institutions of governance.

A:  Normative Political Theory and the EU
Introduction The double duty of 'democracy'When it is said that the EU suffers from a democratic deficit, the term 'democracy' is used to lament several separate flaws that are related.
1 Democracy as Majority Rule
'Democracy' is often used to describe the decision procedures of institutions whereby the preference of the majority of the electorate determines the result (Dahl 1989Dahl, Robert1989Democracy and its Critics4449, Ch. 10, 11).  Laments of a democratic deficit of the EU sometimes refers to this notion of democracy.  There is a

gap between the powers transferred to the Community level and the control of the elected Parliament over them, a gap filled by national civil servants operating as European experts or as members of regulation and management committees, and to some extent by organised lobbies, mainly representing business. (Williams 1991, 162Williams, Shirley1991Sovereignty and Accountability in 4493).

Suggestions abound that EU institutions should be changed to increase the role of majority rule:  Increase the power of directly elected representatives in the European Parliament (Williams 1991), or that of government representatives in the Council of Ministers (Reflection group on IGC - WestendorpWestendorp, Carlos1995Reflection Group Report regarding 4557 1996). These suggestions highlight some of the central topics of a normative theory for Europe: the legitimate significance of states; the proper scope and application of the Principle of Subsidiarity, and the content of  'vital national interests', a concept developed in relation to the Luxembourg Compromise of 1966.
2 Democracy as Legitimacy
Institutions, as all other rules that regulate behaviour, should be legitimate in several senses. Three distinct yet interrelated senses may be distinguished (Beetham 1991; Flathman 1993Flathman, Richard E.1993Legitimacy4475Beetham, David1991The legitimation of Power4622).  Laws and authorities are legally legitimate insofar as they are enacted and exercised in accordance with constitutional rules and appropriate procedures.  Furthermore, laws and authorities are socially legitimate if the subjects actually abide by them.  Finally, they are normatively legitimate insofar as they can be justified to the people living under them, and impose a moral duty on them to comply.  Normative legitimacy is often taken to be fundamental, but the three senses of legitimacy are related:  Legal legitimacy and the rule of law is often regarded as a necessary, though not sufficient condition of normative legitimacy.  Social legitimacy often requires that the population believe that the institutions are normatively legitimate.  Thus, on this view, at least some beliefs matter: the belief that institutions and  practices are in compliance with principles of justice, equality, freedom and solidarity affects individuals’ extent of compliance. 
Moreover, some normative theories in the discourse ethics tradition hold that the actual acceptance of a normative justification is required for normative legitimacy (Habermas 1979, 200; McCarthy 1994, 46McCarthy, Thomas1994Kantian constructivism and reconst4364)Habermas, Jurgen1979Legitimation problems in the moder4526.  Other normative theories, including the contractualist account presented below, recognises that actual acceptance of arguments is important, but insists that the role is primarily epistemic.  Justification

is a normative concept: arguments that justify may fail to persuade, if addressed to an unreasonable audience; and arguments that persuade may fail to justify.  Nevertheless, justifications hope to persuade the reasonable, so these attempts have a practical point: political stability is helped by wide agreement to the principles underlying a political order. (Nagel 1987, 218)Nagel, Thomas1987Moral conflict and political legit3674

We are only morally obligated to obey normatively legitimate institutions.  That is: they must be justifiable to the 'demos', to all affected parties.  Normative legitimacy requires a presentation and justification of such principles of legitimacy for the EU, as well as transparency of the EU institutions, to allow public assessment of whether these principles of legitimacy are satisfied.  At present, we have neither such a theory of justice, nor the requisite transparency.  These flaws are in part due to the lack of a constitutional dimension to EU institutions.  There is no explicit presentation and systematic defence of the de facto constitutive rules, rules of mechanisms, and purposes of the EU (Castiglione 1995, 62-63)Castiglione, Dario1995Contracts and constitutions4430.  Insofar as the institutions of the EU are deficient in this respect, they lack the requisite moral authority and might not deserve the support of the populations. As a first step towards increased legitimacy, many, including the European Council and the IGC 1996-97, recommend that there should be more transparency regarding the work of EU bodies.  Some hold that there should be a European Bill of Human Rights and a European Constitution explicitly established and recognised as such, rather than resting content with the judicial activism of the European Court of Justice.

Note that the lack of specific majoritarian decision procedures can be lamented only from the perspective of a sound political theory of legitimacy which can explain why such majority rule is appropriate in the first place.  However, the precise relations and implications between these two senses of democracy -- of normative legitimacy and of majority rule -- are contested and obscure.  A better account of legitimacy must come from a theory of justice for Europe.  This theory may allow us to understand and judge the case for particular majoritarian mechanisms within the EU.  We need such an account in order to assess the suggestions for institutional changes mentioned above.
 
B: Why bring Normative Political Theory to bear?
The grounds covered in section A make it easier to see why it is relevant to develop a normative political theory regarding democracy in the European Union.
1 Compliance
The worry about a democratic deficit is not confined to political scientists and philosophers. Popular worries about a democratic deficit partly stem from the perennial fear of absolutism, which in earlier times gave rise to democratic checks on monarchs and emperors, and in turn to constitutional checks on majority rule.  The spectres of unchecked, diffuse and dispersed power rear their heads again. At stake is general compliance and popular acceptance and respect for European law. Pivotal parts of the decisions of the EU are subject to neither watch nor control by the citizens of member states, neither directly nor by their representatives.  Furthermore, what control and accountability there is runs counter to received democratic theory.  Individuals find the Union institutions unfamiliar, with distrust as a result.  Hence the Intergovernmental Conference seeks to address these issues.

2 Institutions in Flux
The European institutions are in flux, and this provides opportunities for principled reflection. In addition to popular unrest, there are two further causes for modifying the European institutions - both of which may entail reduced powers for small member states. 
One central issue is whether and how to deepen the EU, vesting its institutions with further supra-national powers transferred from its member states.  Secondly, institution must be redesigned to prepare for a possible widening of the EU to include many new small states to the east.  The legislative powers of states are circumscribed in the union, yet they retain the power to act and block through qualified majority voting or unanimity requirements of unanimity. 
The powers of existing and future member states must be specified in light of two conflicting threats: Small states with effective political powers can threaten effective governance in some areas, contrary to the interests of a majority of the citizens of Europe.  But several small states may also promote actions contrary to the interests of the current, larger state members.

C:  Liberal Contractualism
Liberal Contractualism of the sort explored here is concerned with other central tasks of moral theory.  It assumes that individuals generally have an interest in being "able to justify one's actions to others on grounds they could not reasonably reject." (Scanlon 1982Scanlon, Thomas M.1982Contractualism and utilitarianism2955, 116).  They "desire to act in accordance with principles that could not reasonably be rejected by people seeking an agreement with others under conditions free from morally irrelevant bargaining advantages and disadvantages" (Barry 1989, 8)Barry, Brian1989Theories of justice3217.  This commitment to give reasons "manifests our respect for the reasonableness of others" (Macedo 1990)Macedo, Stephen1990Liberal Virtues Citizenship, virt4478.  Hence the aim of Liberal Contractualism is not to justify morality, but rather to bring this commitment to justice to bear on our rules and practices.  
The contractualist account of normative legitimacy which we explore here takes as its main subject the rules of practices and social institutions, and addresses the conditions under which citizens of Europe have reason to accept European-level institutions as normatively legitimate.  Institutions are legitimate only if they can be justified by arguments in the form of a social contract of a particular kind.  The principles of legitimacy we should hold institutions to, are those that the persons affected would unanimously consent to, under conditions which secure and recognise their status as appropriately free and equal.  The set of social institutions as a whole should secure the interests of all affected parties to an acceptable degree, including our interests in peace, stability, basic needs, and shares of goods and powers.  An important challenge to any normative theory is the plurality of life plans and conceptions of the good flourishing today.  While much is shared among them, there are also conflicting views about what the good life and polity consists in.  Respect for all entail that a broad range of such views must be respected by the social institutions.

1  The Impact of Institutions
Why are institutions special from the point of view of normative theory?  Institutions have drastic impact on our lives, firstly by setting up incentives, prohibiting and prescribing actions, as well as creating new modes of interaction,  through the constitution of legal authorities.  But furthermore, institutions and other rule-guided practices have pervasive impact on the interests and values we develop.  Thus they shape our preferences and interests. Since we can shape institutions, the issue of how they should affect us is a central topic in normative political theory.  Thus institutions  provide incentives and constraints, and regulate actions.  But they also allow for creation and development of thought and interest formation, hence providing a  cognitive function.

In several ways, the EU is moving towards the central role which nation states enjoyed previously with regards to the creation and regulation of institutions.  With the four freedoms and a European monetary union, the EU has pervasive effects on individuals' lives.  The impact increases with the decreasing power of government instruments of legislation and exchange rate policies, which hitherto served as shock absorbers between citizens and the surrounding world.  This is not to say that this shift in significance is to be lamented -- to the contrary, our uncertainty about what to make of these changes is why a theory of legitimacy is required (Føllesdal 1997b).  Nevertheless, the increased importance of the EU underscores that political control over EU institutions is an important good, and explains why the democratic deficit, in both senses, is a most pressing issue.  

2  Democratic Theory
From the perspective of Liberal Contractualism, one important good to be distributed fairly is the power to influence the institutions that shape one’s lives. Hence democratic arrangements are important.  However, the task of political arrangements is not ultimately to carry out the will of the majority, but rather to secure the interests of all affected parties.  But the latter is often best secured by majority rule, properly regulated and circumscribed.  Such decision procedures secure that all affected parties' interests are taken care of acceptably well, as compared to other arrangements.  A formally equal distribution of political control among all affected parties secure and further the relevant interests to an acceptable extent, compared to alternative allocations of authority. 

General Justification of Democratic Forms of Governance
A general statement of the contractualist justification of democratic institutions runs as follows:
The central virtue of democratic forms is that, in the presence of a suitable social background, they provide the most reliable means of reaching substantively just political outcomes consistently with the public recognition of the equal worth or status of each citizen.  Democratic forms succeed in achieving this aim, when they succeed at all, less because they aggregate existing preferences efficiently than because they foster a process of public reflection in which citizens can form political views in full awareness of the grounds as well as the content of the (possibly competing) concerns of others. 
		
Charles Beitz 1989, 113

Thus there are two reasons for democracy as majority rule: it provides both acceptable interest aggregation and acceptable interest formation, as assessed by standards of justice developed by the normative theory. A narrow focus on constitutional allocation of powers miss the significance of bargains, co-ordination, and preference and option formation, and the importance of defining the problems - strategic representation of problems, e.g. in informal meetings of corporate parties which shape the ‘formal’ parliamentary debate (Cf. Dahl 1956).  These processes are crucial for both interest formation and aggregation. The formal allocation of powers, for instance that of putting issues on the political agenda, may well shape the form, content and results of such informal arrangements -- placing bargaining powers. 

3  Precepts of Democracy
Precepts of Democratic Theory RevisitedA central normative issue is the legitimacy of the quasi-constitutional distribution of authority and functions between the main bodies of the EU.  Accountability and control over the political agenda may be strengthened by enhancing the power of the European Parliament or subjecting the Council to closer scrutiny by national parliaments.  At the same time, the power of directly elected bodies must be checked to secure individual rights and the rule of law. A brief summary of some standard assumptions and background conditions of domestic democratic arrangements serves to indicate the challenge faced by attempts to democratise the European Union.
A necessary precondition of legitimate and accountable government is that its structure is transparent  to the citizens.  Thus the opacity of the present political system of the European Union raises immediate doubts about its legitimacy.  The poor reception of the Maastricht Treaty at the Danish and French plebiscites can partly be explained by its nearly incomprehensible text, which accurately reflect the decision making procedures.  Thus the Council of Ministers operates according to a perplexing set of procedures involving majority, unanimity, qualified majority and so forth -- as well as "co-decision" procedures specifying how authority is shared with the Parliament.  Such worries were well expressed by the American Anti-Federalists, who opposed the constitution of 1787 because vagueness and indeterminacy allows for unchecked abuse of power.  (Manin 1994, 44-45Manin, Bernard1994Checks, Balances and Boundaries t4495).
Accountability towards the citizens of Europe must be increased within more democratic European institutions.  Currently, citizens are ill equipped for well-informed assessment of their representatives, and citizens enjoy few formal mechanisms for withdrawing and replacing representatives.  Neither the European nor national Parliaments appoint commissioners or civil servants of "comitology".  The Parliament can only dismiss the entire Commission en bloc -- a threat so close to mutual destruction as to be politically futile.  
	Accountability is of course impossible when minutes are secret, and when voting rules are complex, as in the Council.  Only in Denmark and Austria is there even a semblance of indirect accountability, with national parliaments controlling national ministers.

Majority Rule  is sometimes said to be central to the democratic ideal (Dahl 1989Dahl, Robert1989Democracy and its Critics4449, chs 10, 11).  Decisions which accrue the largest number of votes should prevail.  To be legitimate, majority rule must operate on the basis of informed public deliberation about the interests and alternatives available, as well as information about the candidates' performance and promises.  These procedures thus allows well-founded preference aggregation among citizens.  Furthermore, will formation is also fostered (Føllesdal 1997a).  Public deliberation allows for the development of a necessary sense of solidarity, a shared political culture and sense of community.  Workable institutions require a shared understanding of political culture, as well as a recognition that under majority rule among a fixed set of individuals, most members can expect to be in the majority most of the time.  
	Such assumptions are less plausible at the European level.  Conceptions of the good life and preferences generally diverge even more broadly across state borders than within them.  In addition to the opacity of EU institutions, the lack of a European public space and European political parties reduce the informational bases and range of choices.  Segments of citizens, for instance those of small states, harbour reasonable fears of becoming permanent minorities under majority rule. In addition, the proper role of states is increasingly brought to the fore in debates about majoritarian voting systems: should decisions secure the equal influence of citizens, or of states?

4  Democracy and Supra-national Institutions
In closing this sketch of what needs to be developed regarding a theory of democracy for Europe, some aspects of the European Union are worth pointing out.
Allows for Internalisation of External Effects through Subsidiarity
The EU was introduced partly to reduce the risk of war, and partly to enhance and complement domestic sovereignty in recognition of discrepancies between state borders, electorates, and the range of affected parties. Thus the sheer fact of existing institutions at the European level may allow for beneficial cooperation, to regulate externalities, and to create concerted options which allow for collective action due to available controls and sanctions.
However, a paramount concern must be to secure that policies recognise the affected parties’ needs and other interests, letting all count as equals.  
Furthermore, it is not easy to determine which tasks are appropriately dealt with at the level of the EU. Current disagreement about goals, standards, and different levels of achievement render it difficult to apply the Principle of Subsidiarity.  For instance, some Member States already address ecological problems better than can be hoped for at the level of the EU.  There are disagreements about the proper scope and levels of social policies, hence difficult to expect political agreement on what role the Union should play.  The wide-spread commitment to respecting diversity among Member States make it difficult to agree on which standards are appropriate, when there is a broad range of views of the good life and the just society within Europe.  Careful normative arguments are required to assess the competing claims.
Revises Conception of Sovereignty
Another major challenge concerns how the European Union redefines the concept of sovereignty, collapsing the traditional distinction of governments’ domestic and foreign  policies. Local and border region actors act at national and supranational levels, and representatives of national ministries develop dual allegiances towards European Commission
Insofar as we face a complex networks rather than hierarchical order of multi-level governance, this provides a further challenge for democratic theory and conceptions of accountability and transparency.  In combination, these trends make political accountability more difficult to ascertain and place.  It becomes impossible to determine what are constraints on political policies, and what are political choices. Electoral accountability may be only one mode of checks and balances worth developing.  Who may hold to account, who must give an account, by what standards are such justifications assessed, and what are the appropriate modes of sanctions?
A final issue which requires careful consideration, concerns the  future standing of small states in the European Union.  Should the Union secure equality of states, or of citizens?  (Føllesdal 1997).

D:  Methodological Implications for the Study of Institutions 
Liberal Contractualism must address the challenges to democratic theory mentioned above.  However, this tradition in normative political theory relies on a well-informed understanding of how alternative institutions work.  Two areas merit mention:
1 Likely Effects of Alternate Systems of Governance
Liberal Contractualism seeks to order alternative institutions and rules according to their likely effects. Dilemmas and conflicting loyalties are likely to arise, and they must be regulated by a system of checks and balances -- which themselves affect individuals actions and values. We need information about these and other likely effects of alternative systems of accountability.
2 Common European Values?
What values are required and may legitimately be conveyed and fostered among the peoples of Europe?  Institutions cannot assure justice in the absence of generally shared values in the population, for institutions must be maintained and revised, and we can reasonably expect more from one another than compliance with rules. Thus respect for the rule of law, toleration, and equal respect are important values which must be generally shared.  But there may also be other ‘civic virtues’ required to ensure stability of the European order, and an important task is to discover what they may be, and how they are best conveyed to new generations.  There is broad agreement among governments in Europe that diversity must be maintained.  The dimensions of diversity, and their possible limits remains to be identified.
Even though all European states are democratic, there are significant variations both in institutions, policies and political culture, e.g. concerning the status and role of supreme courts.  None of these institutions and expectations are static, but may change or be reconceived as a response to democracy at the European level. An important research task is to determine to what extent a shared set of political institutions at the European level will diverge from established institutions in some states, in order to identify possible areas of tension and protest.
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